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ABSTRACT

This paper presents how a two-coupled-oscillator
speech rhythm model can handle the variability of
the durational patterns found in natural data. For
doing so the model takes into account a small set
of nested levels of dynamical coupling between
linguistic and production-related subsystems. In
this framework speech rhythm is the quasi-optimal
output of the coupling between two components,
a perception-oriented tendency to pattern structur-
ing, implemented by the inter-relation between lo-
cal syntactic information and a phrase stress os-
cillator, and a production-oriented regularity con-
straint, implemented by the oscillation of two com-
ponents, a syllabic oscillator and a phrase stress os-
cillator. The syllabic oscillator’ pulses are anchored
at vowel onsets, implementing the carrier compo-
nent of speech rhythm production, characterising the
building-block of prosodic timing. The model gen-
erates complex patterns of V-to-V durations via the
consequences of a phrase stress oscillator’s entrain-
ment onto the syllabic oscillator. This mechanism
of generation is able to cope with intra- and inter-
speaker rhythmic variability.

Keywords: Coupled oscillators; timing; dynamical
systems; phonetics.

1. A BLUEPRINT FOR THE (IN-BEAT)
SPEAKER

The dynamical speech rhythm production model
(henceforth DSR model) described in this section
was presented in other occasions [1, 3], where a
detailed account of its dynamical features as well
as its linguistic (and biomechanic) plausibility for
obtaining patterns of V-to-V durations in Brazilian
Portuguese (henceforth BP) was addressed. In the
present paper, its ability to cope with rhythmic vari-
ability is highlighted. The model is couched on
Dynamical Systems Theory, more specifically on
Coupled-Oscillators Theory, within which dynami-
cal coupling is the mechanism responsible for gen-
erating complex patterns of duration at the surface.
There are three sets of coupling forces acting in the

model, all three operating at distinct temporal scales
[9]. A blueprint of the model can be seen in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The DSR model.
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The first set of coupling forces is implemented by
the probabilistic-controlled coupling between syn-
tax and production constraints parameterised by the
coupling stengthrp, as shown in Fig. 1. Its temporal
order of magnitude is the second. The second set of
coupling forces operates between the phrase stress
oscillator, and the syllabic oscilator shown in Fig. 1,
whose coupling is parameterised by the relative cou-
pling strengthω0. For the coupled-oscillators model
on the left, the number and identity of phones are
both unknown, which signals the abstractness of the
V-to-V durations delivered by the syllabic oscilla-
tor. The temporal order of magnitude of this cou-
pling is the hundreds of milliseconds. The prosody-
segments interaction, which produces overt segmen-
tal durations, stands for the third set of coupling
forces. A first attempt for implementing this third
coupling, presented elsewhere [3], was sufficient to
produce surface durations which can be perceptu-
ally evaluated by using an analysis-resynthesis tech-
nique. The temporal order of magnitude at this level
is tens to hundreds of milliseconds. This phoneme-
sized temporal scale is not considered here.

Since the DSR model separates stress-group-sized
and syllable-sized from phoneme-sized sources of
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duration specification, it exhibits similarities with
both the Frame/Content [6] and the Slots/Fillers [11]
theories. Nevertheless, the importance of the direct,
parametric control of dynamical behaviour, the an-
choring of the syllabic oscillator at vowel onsets,
and the explicit inclusion of the coupling between
syntax and production constraints, are all features
distinguishing both theories from our model.

The finite-difference equation in 1 implements the
period coupling in the coupled-oscillators model,
where∆T (n) is the current quantity to be added to
the previous V-to-V duration of the syllabic oscilla-
tor, T (n − 1), to produce the current period of the
syllabic oscillator,T (n), according to the iterative
equation:T (n) = T (n− 1) + ∆T (n).

(1)
∆T (n) = α.T (n − 1).s(n).i(m)−
− β.[T (n − 1)− T0].i(m− 1)

The real positive parametersα, β, andT0 are, re-
spectively, the entrainment rate, the decay rate, and
the underlying uncoupled period of the syllabic os-
cillator in seconds. The inverse ofT0 specifies
speech rate underlyingly. The indexn refers to the
current V-to-V unit, whereasm refers to the cur-
rent stress group (also referring to the position of the
phrase stress oscillator pulse along the utterance be-
ing modelled, since in BP the right edge of a stress
group is the phrase stress posotion). The non-linear
function s(.) and the amplitudei(m) are, respec-
tively, the syncronicity function (given by the set of
equations in 2) and the phrase stress oscillator pulse
magnitude, whose position finishes the current stress
groupm. The phrase stress oscillator is a train of
pulses whose magnitudei and positionm are both
given by a probabilistic algorithm (see below).

(2)
s(n) = (1− ω0).s(n − 1) + ω0.exp(−N + n + 2),
for 0 ≤ n < N − 1
= ω0.exp(−5.81 + 0.016.T0), for n = N − 1

In the set of equations 2, defining the synchronic-
ity function s(.), N is the number of V-to-V units
within the current stress group (dominated by the
phrase stress oscillator pulsem). The indexn refers
to the current V-to-V unit (which has value0 for
the first unit andN − 1 for the last one in the cur-
rent stress group). The relative coupling strength
ω0 is a real number in the interval [0-1], considered
to vary more extremely from language to language,
than from speaker to speaker within a same linguis-
tic community [1]. This difference in cross- and in-
tralinguistic variation needs, though, to be verified

experimentally. This coupling is related to the statis-
tical classes of syllable-timed and stress-timed lan-
guages, considered as ideal attractors: the greater the
value ofω0, the greater the influence of the phrase
stress oscillator onto the syllabic oscillator. There
is no need, though, to refer to any kind of absolute
isochrony in this view of rhythm typology.

As regards the syntax-rhythm interface, an algo-
rithm with two coupled, probabilistic components
generates the magnitude and attributes the posi-
tion of duration-related phrase stress. The syntactic
component is implemented by computing the con-
ditional probability, p(ps/m), that a phonological
word bears phrase stress given a specific Depen-
dency Grammar-marker to its right. Each marker
is one of eleven syntactic markers projected onto
the syntagmatic axis from dependency and strength
relations between two adjacent nuclei in a depen-
dency tree [2]. The regularity-constraint compo-
nent, on the other hand, implements the produc-
tion constraints on stress group size similarity by
computing the conditional probability,p(ps/nV V ),
that a phonological word bear phrase stress given
the distance in number of V-to-V units (nV V ) from
the previously assigned phrase stress. Both com-
ponents are linearly combined by using the cou-
pling strengthrp, in order to compute the likelihood
of phrase stress,l(ps), at the current phonological
word (eq. 3).

(3)
l(ps) =
= logit[p(ps/m)]rp + (1− rp)logit[p(ps/nV V )]

The logit values, logit(p) = ln(p/1 − p), of
the probabilities were computed in order to obtain
a likelihood extending outside the interval [0-1], in
such a way as to correspond to the domain of nor-
malised V-to-V duration. Observe in eq. 3 three pos-
sible sources of intra- and inter-speaker variability:
the two conditional probabilities and the coupling
strength between the components, all three defined
within the [0-1] interval. It will be shown in sec-
tions 3 and 4 that BP speakers vary in these three
dimensions when attributing phrase stress in read
speech. As torp, if it is greater than 0.5, the syn-
tactic component dominates the regularity one. If
its value is less than 0.5, the opposite trend is sim-
ulated. This could predict the behaviour of speak-
ers that rely more on syntax than on regularity con-
straints when uttering and vice-versa.

Both conditional probabilities were estimated
from the Lobato corpus (an excerpt of a well-known
Brazilian children’s book with 110 words) at nor-
mal rate for four speakers, AP, AC, DP, and PA.
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Since the four speakers behave statistically equally
with respect to the estimation of the syntactic con-
ditional probability, it was possible to ensure signif-
icance for additional syntactic markers by using a
larger corpus read by PA, thePantanal corpus (353
words). The regularity component conditional prob-
ability was implemented, on the other hand, by a
lognormal distribution, since it was the best fit for all
four speakers. This distribution allowed to specify
this component by two parameters, log-transformed
mean and st.-dev. for all speakers:(1.8, 0.4) (about
6 and 2 V-to-V units per stress group, respectively).
The position of phrase stress is attributed within
a rate-dependent lookahead window (measured in
number of underlying syllables) for the phonologi-
cal word with the greatest likelihood,l(ps), within
the window. The phrase stress (normalised) magni-
tude in that position is the value of its corresponding
likelihood.

The DSR model allows several avenues for simu-
lating the sources of intra- and inter-speaker rhyth-
mic variability found in natural data. Before pre-
senting these modes of variability, a brief summary
of the importance and the methodology underlying
the study of normalised V-to-V duration is presented
in the next section.

2. V-TO-V DURATIONAL PATTERNS IN BP

Stress groups were delimited by production crite-
ria, namely, the position of maxima of normalised,
syllable-sized duration. These positions correspond
to those of produced phrase stresses whose level of
prominence is signalled by the duration normalised
value. Maxima of V-to-V (and not phonological
syllable) duration define the right edges of stress
groups in BP connected utterances, since BP is a
right-headed language at the stress group domain,
for which syllable-sized duration is the main corre-
lation of both lexical and phrase stress [8]. The rel-
evance of V-to-V units for both speech production
and perception was largely demonstrated since the
1970s in the literature on p-centers [7], as well as in
the psycholinguistic literature [5], both showing the
relevance of CV transition tracking for producion
and perception. More recently, the robustness of CV
transition detection throughout the mammalic audi-
tory pathway was demonstrated [12]. The choice of
V-to-V instead of VC for the unit name is motivated
for two reasons: to avoid the (possible) association
of VC with tautosyllabic units only, and to remind
the relevance of the vowel flow in speech production
in the DSR model framework [10].

For analysis, the sequence of phrase stress posi-
tions in the Lobato corpus, read at three self-chosen

speech rates, was automatically tracked by serially
applying two techniques for normalising raw dura-
tion: a z − score transform procedure, and a 5-
point moving average filtering procedure. The two-
step normalisation technique, and the detection of
duration-related phrase stress boundaries were im-
plemented by a Praat [4] script written by the author.
If the first technique is classical in statistical analy-
sis, the second is not. Thez − score smoothing at-
tenuates local duration decreasing attributed to the
implementation of BP lexical stress in penultimate
stress (e.g.casa, house) and antepenultimate stress
words (e.g.xícara, cup). The effect of smoothing is
to ensure that mostly prosodically prominent V-to-V
durations will remain. The application of the two
normalising techniques produces the V-to-V dura-
tion patterns shown in Fig. 3 from the raw durations
in Fig. 2. The sentence “Em seguida apareceu um
papagaio real que tinha fama de orador” from the
Lobato corpus illustrates the procedure. The three
duration-related phrase stress boundaries in Fig. 3
delimit two stress groups, excluding the anacrusis
“Em seguida”: [apareceu um papagaio real qu-] and
[-e tinha fama de orador] (bold face signals phrase
stress position). The DSR model is able to gener-

Figure 2: V-to-V raw duration evolution in ms for
the sent. “Em seguida apareceu um papagaio real
que tinha fama de orador.” read by speaker AP.

ate these patterns of normalised duration. For do-
ing so, the initial model parameters were estimated
from BP data with a set of 108 isolated utterances
read by a fifth speaker. The values ofω0, α andβ
were optimised in such a way as minimising the er-
ror between the valuesT (n) of the entrained period
of the syllabic oscillator generated by the model, and
the averaged V-to-V durations in corresponding po-
sition n, for stress groups of the same size in the
corpus. This classical technique of Control Theory
gave the approximative values ofω0 = 0.8, and (α,
β) = (0.4, 1.0). The value ofT0 was estimated by
averaging all raw V-to-V durations not correspond-
ing to phrase stress position and one unit to its left
position. Otherwise referred to, all simulations pre-
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Figure 3: V-to-V smoothedz − scores for the
sentence “Em seguida apareceu um papagaio real
que tinha fama de orador.” read by speaker AP.
The three local peaks are taken as phrase stresses.

sented here used the following input parameter val-
ues:α = 0.4, β = 1.0, ω0 = 0.8, syntactic condi-
tional probability for speaker AP (very similar to the
others), log-tranformed mean and st.-dev. of stress
group extension (in number of V-to-V units) of [1.8
0.4], mean and st.-dev. of stress group extension (in
ms) of [1300, 600] (this latter to estimate the exten-
sion of the lookahead), andrp = 0.6.

By optimising the magnitudei of the period cou-
pling in eq. 1 in such a way as obtaining a nor-
malised, abstract V-to-V duration at the right end of
the stress group identical to the likelihood of phrase
stress, it was possible to obtain (4), which allowed
the generation of phrase stress oscillator pulse mag-
nitude from the probabilistic estimation of phrase
stress magnitude.

(4) i = 1.11 + 0.72l(p s).T0 + 0.5T0

The DSR model parameters can be changed in order
to cope with at least two main modes of rhythmic
variability, intra- and inter-speaker variability.

3. INTRA-SPEAKER RHYTHMIC
VARIABILITY

A single speaker can modify or perturb the way s/he
controls the three prosodic functions, namely es-
tablishing phrasing, marking prominence, and sig-
nalling discourse-related function, depending not
only on uncontrolled factors such as tiredness, emo-
tion, disease, but crucially depending on volitional,
situational-dependent demands that allows her/him
to change speaking style, speech rate, and discursive
function. These kinds of changing have immediate
implication on the formation of patterns of V-to-V
duration, as is the case of speech rate changing.

Some differences of normalised V-to-V duration
patterning for distinct speech rates may signal dif-
ferences in prosodic phrasing, as it is confirmed by

observing duration patterns across rates. An illus-
tration is given in Fig. 4, where the final sentence of
the Lobato corpus, “Sendo muito apreciada a sorte
de comer fogo.” (with the fire eating trick being the
most appreciated), is realised by speaker AC with
two stress groups at slow and normal self-chosen
rates, and one stress group at fast rate (note the ab-
sence of the medial duration peak for the fast rate).

Figure 4: Smoothedz − score evolution for the
sentence “Sendo muito apreciada a sorte de comer
fogo.” read by speaker AC at three speech rates.
Slow and normal rates are statistically indistinct.

This change in durational patterning when con-
strained by a faster speech preserves, however, the
major boundaries (in this case both edges of the ut-
terance). This does not mean that this speaker will
exhibit the same behaviour everytime there is a mi-
nor boundary at half way of the utterance. Realising
an intermediate peak at a particular, usually slower
rate, depends on a decision which affect his perfor-
mance as a speaker communicating a particular mes-
sage to its potential audience. In the passage “Subiu
a tribuna de um poleiro de ouro.” (He stepped up
onto a platform of a golden roost) AC produces a
similar durational pattern at all three speech rates,
with no minor boundary in the middle of the utter-
ance (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Smoothedz − score evolution for
the sentence “Subiu a tribuna de um poleiro de
our(o)” read by speaker AC at three speech rates.

Although the same general configuration (two
major boundaries separated by a minor one) of Fig. 4
is realised at the beginning of the paragraph reading,
in the passage “Em seguida apareceu um papagaio
real que tinha fama de orador.” (After that a royal
parrot entered, famous for his rhetorical qualities),
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speaker AC only attenuates the level of the promi-
nence for the minor boundary at fast rate (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Smoothedz − score evolution for the
sentence “Em seguida apareceu um papagaio real
que tinha fama de orador” read by speaker AC at
three speech rates.

These intra-speaker changes in prominence level
and phrasing can be simulated by the DSR model
by modifying the input parameters which indi-
rectly control prominence (entrainment rate, cou-
pling strength between syntax and regularity con-
straints), and stress group extension (both in sec-
onds and in number of V-to-V units). The attenu-
ation of the middle prominence in the speaker AC
speech can be obtained (a) by preserving the under-
lying speech rate for simulating the three nominal
rates he produced (it can be seen above that there
are no crucial differences for V-to-V durations in
non-prominent positions) withT0 = 0.170 s, and
(b) by using the change of the entrainment rateα
(from 0.35 to 0.45) to finely controlling duration at
prominent position. These results can be seen in
Figs. 7 and 8, where the greaterα, the greater the V-
to-V duration. The other parameters changed were
β = 0.7, and log-transformed stress group extension
descriptor[2.6, 0.4]. In order to simulate the non-

Figure 7: Abstract V-to-V duration along the sen-
tence “Subiu a tribuna de um poleiro de ouro”
for three simulated degrees of prominence (cf.
Fig. 5).
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realisation of the prominence at the minor bound-
ary for sentence ‘Sendo muito apreciada a sorte de
comer fogo”, changes in stress group extension de-
scriptor and syntax-regularity coupling strength are
necessary. In the two simulations in Fig. 9, these
parameters are[1800, 600] ms, [2.0, 0.6], rp = 0.7

Figure 8: Abstract V-to-V duration along the sen-
tence “Em seguida apareceu um papagaio real que
tinha fama de orador” for two simulated degrees
of prominence (cf. Fig. 6).
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(Sim. 1), and[2300, 600] ms, [2.8, 0.6], rp = 0.9
(Sim. 2), withα = 0.5, andβ = 0.4 in both cases.

Figure 9: Simulated (abstract) V-to-V duration
along the sentence “Sendo muito apreciada a sorte
de comer fogo” for three simulated degrees of
prominence.
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The changing in the model parameters, illustrated
here, suggests that a single subject can change the
inter-relation s/he usually establishes between syn-
tactic and production constraints, as well as how far
s/he looks ahead to reach her/him communicational
goals. As far as the data and simulation are con-
cerned, this changing can operate along the reading
of a short text as the one read by the speakers studied
here. The same input parameters can be changed for
simulating other subjects, reflecting the way differ-
ent subjects utter the same material.

4. INTER-SPEAKER RHYTHMIC
VARIABILITY

Different speakers, having at their disposal the same
resources for establishing phrasing, marking promi-
nence, and signalling discourse-related function, can
produce distinct durational patterns when asked to
utter at different, self-chosen speech rates. Observe
for the natural normalised duration, Fig. 10, that
speaker AP attenuated almost completely the first
prominence at fast rate, while speaker AC (Fig. 6)
didn’t.

Observe also that speaker AP realises the three
nominal rates by trying not only to change the lev-
els of prominence, as AC seems to do (see previ-
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Figure 10: Smoothedz − score evolution for the
sentence “Em seguida apareceu um papagaio real
que tinha fama de orador” read by speaker AP at
three speech rates. Normal and fast rates are sta-
tistically indistinct.

ous section), but to produce distinct durations along
the entire utterance. This is apparent in the sentence
“Subiu a tribuna de um poleiro de our(o)” shown in
Fig. 11. Note also that, differently from AC, speaker
AP preserves the minor middle prominence.

Figure 11: Smoothedz − score evolution for
the sentence “Subiu a tribuna de um poleiro de
our(o)” read by speaker AP at three speech rates.

A simulation of the kind of change exhibited by
speaker AP when speaking faster, for the sentence
in Fig. 11, can be obtained by changing both the
underlying speech rate (T0), and a more syntactic-
oriented phrasing. Sim. 1 (the highest values of du-
ration) was obtained by usingT0 = 0.25 s, why sim.
2 usesT0 = 0.2 s. All the other parameters took the
initial values presented in the first section. For simu-
lating the fastest rate (the line with the smallest dura-
tions), the only parameters changed wereα = 0.02,
β = 0.04, T0 = 0.18 s, andrp = 0.9.

5. SUMMARY

These simulations and data suggest that a sinergy of
dynamical parameters is necessary in order to pro-
duce a change in speech rate. Shorter (or longer)
syllable-sized units are realised by changes in both
the syntax-rhythm interface and on how far we look
ahead when speaking. Prominence degree and num-
ber of phrase prominences can also be modified to
realise the functional task of uttering slower or faster
than the comfortable rate.

Figure 12: Abstract V-to-V duration along the
sentence “Subiu a tribuna de um poleiro de ouro”
for three simulated underlying speech rates.
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